
Houston Hash House Harriers 
Hash Trash for Run #1295 – June 29, 2003 
Hares: Grind Slut and Barbie 
Featuring: Hash Erections 
 
NOTE: this is not a typical hash trash, but since our new on-sec is out of town and I 
don’t want to lose Geek’s challenge of a free keg for the hash if we manage to put out 
a hash trash every week, I compiled the e-mails related to the run. I think it tells 
enough of the story... As is usual in the cyberhash world, very little gets written about 
the trail, but there is generally plenty of comment about the on-on-on, which then 
deteriorates into endless sniping between Will He Peter and Hardache. In regard to the 
trail however, It was a “free” run (and thus populated by scores of reboots too cheap 
to pay $5.00); but regardless of the cost to the hounds, it was a brilliant, exciting, and 
challenging trail, with all hounds in to the on-on in less than two hours and within 20 
minutes of each other. It was generally agreed by everyone present at the on-on that it 
was the front-running contender for Best Hash Trail of the Year. 
 
enjoy! 
 
GS 
 
******************************************* 
Hashers 
Today's run will begin at 4:00.  It will be a high sock run!  Your hares are Barbie and 
Grindslut (pause for cheering). 
To get to the start from the Galleria area.... 
Take 610 south and stay on it as it curves around to the east.  Exit Fannnin and turn 
right (south) on to Fannin. At the intersection of Fannin and W. Bellfort you will see a 
large parking lot on your left side.  The run will start from that parking lot.  To get 
into the lot, turn left on Bellfort, proceed 1 block to Knight and turn left on Knight.  
You can enter the lot from Knight. 
 
on on   
Barbi 
Thanks to Barbie and Grind Slut for a great trail - what a great day! 
Congrats to the new mismanagement - have a great year! 
Joint Master - Grind Slut, Such-A-Puss 
RA - Shuttlecock (we love you Shuttlecock!) 
Hash Cash - FireTunnel, Trail Head (remember ladies - boob job) 
On-Sec - French Drip, Beam Me Up Twatty 
Thanks to the "old" mismanagement - whew, it's over - thank you !!! 
Joint Master - "The Boys" John Boy, Yeastie Boy 
RA - Pipes 
Hash Cash - Hershey Highway, Private Dick & Cummi Bear 
On-Sec - Smooth Stroker, Rain Bitch 
On-On, 
SOS 
 
 
I just want to congratulate the incoming mis-management. 



However, if they are to be judged by Grind Slut's choice of an on-on-on today, we are 
in DEEP Trouble!I kinda implied to the hares that it might not be a good choice and 
reminded them that one of (the few remaining) real hash bars, Chez Lounge, was a 
couple of blocks from their "choice"...They were, however, taken in by the trendy 
lights and the possibility of food.......I decided to give it a go, but when told I needed 
to Valet Park and then fight through the crowd of home boys at the door, I decided to 
cut the night short...Anyone out there make it inside?? Did y'all feel outnumbered? 
;~)Heartache 
 
Grow up, Heartache. I thought somebody such as your grey poupon  
eating self could tell not all people are bad. For the love of  
goodness life is not cut and dry and looks are not what they seem. 
The people who choose the on on on are looking for cheap beverages  
and a good time. And sometimes one out of two ain't bad. 
Of course when the hares sometimes don't show up or leave early can  
be an indictation that they are not down with the choice. 
Congrats mismanagement, I think it will be an interesting year. 
On On, 
Tonka 
********************** 
Indeed, Ms Tonka..... 
"looks are not what they seem........" 
And WHP: don't feel bad. Jokes about the French are so passé (oops, French!)So here 
is a little culinary information. To hoist our gourmet cook by her own petard (oops, 
more French!)Grey Poupon may at one time have been a French mustard but is, here 
and now, a pseudo-French mustard manufactured in the US and foisted on the 
ignorant American masses, through heavy advertising, but that wonderful  
company Kraft-Nabisco.......No self-respecting European would let it pass his or her 
lips. My preference is for Maille: a genuine French mustard. And, as it is little 
advertised, it costs less than Grey Poupon...Now, ain't that pickin' flyshit.... 
;~) Heartache 
  
***************** 
OK, now I'm mad.  If everybody gets your reference to Grey Poupon as it relates to 
Heartache, why did my joke about a Frenchman and an oily bathtub go down in 
flames ?  Never have I tasted a more bitter down down. I mean,how hard is it to make 
people laugh in America by making fun of the French ?  WHP 
********************************** 
Those of us on the intellectual side of the circle tittered a bit.  I  
must say that the bounder to the left of me almost guffawed but was  
able to stifle it with an incredible wit of will power. 
-Sir Roller 
The ononon was fun last night, though French Drip did come out and get me because 
I had to part sooo far away.  The music was cool, there was 100% mismanagement in 
attendance (except Shuttle) and my G-Stop was super yummy!! We may have to take 
a collection up to replace the 3 broken chairs for the bar, but it was so worth it!!  -
tunnel 
************************************ 
Congratulations! I guess driving up alone and sober, and not seeing a  



single hash wagon outside or recognizable face on the patio, along the  general 
activities around the door and car-park, kinda weakened my resolve.. If I'd driven up 
in my black Escalade with 22" chrome wheels, and a velvet jump suit, I would have 
waded on in... 
In an effort to recalibrate my sensitivities, I went home and watched  
Monster's Ball .... 
;~) 
Heartache 
 
************* 
I didn't even notice the guy with the metal-detector wand at the door.  I'm glad I drank 
allot of St. Arnolds after the run or it probably would have been scarey sober.  Had a 
fun time out on the trail, even though our group of four did get in last!  What I want to 
know is who got layed and who go a BJ?   
  
Theresa 
*************** 
Bill January wrote: 
The Daiquiri was an adventure, enjoyed by the 15 or so hashers who 
ventured in past the guy with the metal-detector wand at the door. 
Hooter Bill. 
**************** 
Hooter...  What kind of man are you?  You should have just jumped the fence 
like I did.  I never even encountered the guy with the magic wand. 
 On On  
C.O.D. 
********************************** 
Indeed the on-on-on was a surprise, since when we scouted "The  
Daquiri" early Sunday afternoon it was deserted and looked like a  
good outdoor location (since I generally can't stand cigarette  
smoke). I probably should have guessed something was up when the  
place had a mustard-yellow exterior, featured three daquiri bars and  
a DJ table, a sign on the door advertising "97.9 The Box", and a food  
menu with prices like "6.73" and the words "tax included". Our first  
choice on-on-on was a place with $2.75 Guiness ("The Office", but  
wasn't open on Sunday), and I couldn't stand the thought of a cramped  
smoky room populated by aging skanky sleazebags (which was Hardache's  
description of the "Chez Lounge"), so "The Daquiri" it was. 
Those of us who were brave enough to walk through the door found an  
excellent smoke-free spot on the deck to enjoy the sunset along with  
cold beer and frozen drinks, and we didn't get even one request  
of "you mind we dance wit yo dates?", although Gaslight and Toolbox  
somewhat prevented this by covering their succulent, lycra-clad  
bodies with baggy t-shirts.  And I was not intimidated in the least  
nor did I experience any stagefright when I relieved myself at the  
urinal next to several of the "homeboys".  
Tonka - my apologies for leaving early, I was already plastered from  
the multitude of down-downs at the circle-up, and I needed to get  
Gaslight home. Why my co-hare decided not to show up I'm not sure,  
but I will not speculate or name-call because nobody likes a rat! 



 
GS 
********************** 
Grind - 
What a classic rebuttal.  I see a great year in the offing already. 
WHP 
*********************** 
The reason your co-hare did not show up is the same lame reason he has not been to 
an on on on in about 2 years-he has to be up at 5:00 and he just can't drink that late on 
a Sunday. As Grind mentioned, the on on on selected was not our first choice, but 
there weren't too many bars nearby.  We weren't aware of the bar "Chez Lounge".  
Had we known about AND known that it was a favorite of Heartache's we definately 
wouldn't have selected it anyway. 
Barbie 
 
 
And finally, the aftermath.... 
 
I need a good, honest person to tell me that they found the cash that was later to 
become my rent check.It was in my possession and now it's not. If you found it, you 
would know you got it.  It looks like a wad of green about $450.00 tall.  For those of 
you who don't know, I can't afford this loss.  Who can?  Certainly, not I. My landlord 
is a really nice guy but that is contingent on me paying my rent on time and in full. If 
anyone has a clue, call me at 713.503.0664 
on-on, 
Private Dick 
p.s. - If anyone wants to say "You dumb bastard!  Why 
did you do that?"  Save your breath since I've been 
doing that all day. 
 
************************************** 
So.......... we are sitting in Valhalla talking, Such A Puss, Half Moon, WHP, and 
I,about the position of hash cash, current and former participants, SAP and I have 
both been in the position of hash cash.  And it suddenly struck me!  If you take our 
current teams initials, Trail Head would be T.H. and Fire Tunnel would be F.T., and 
since they handle the money for us hashers, we would be everyone they handle money 
for, so now we add E. for everyone in the middle.  Now what does that spell?  
T.H.E.F.T.  Scary isn't it? 
Digital 
 
 
So let’s have some fun for the next eleven months.  
Upcoming events: 
August 3: H4 1300th 
Sometime in December: H4 Christmas Party 
Coming in Spring 2004: Annual H4 Campout 
 
On-on, Grind Slut 
 


